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TARGETED INTERVENTIONS TO MOVE THROUGH
EMOTIONAL WAVES AND BEHAVIORS
TIER 1 Interventions that benefit the whole group to function within the classroom as a ‘bubble/pod’:
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Targeted Intervention
Based on RTI Model of
Responses to Intervention

Teacher greeting and engaging their students individually and as a group (in morning and after each
transition)
Well established structures and routines
Visuals to cue desired behaviors (ex. Taped areas on the ground, handwashing station, etc.)
Short work periods
Alternate seating options – different items to sit on or sit in
Alternate workstation options – different locations within the classroom for students to work
Physical movement “Brain Break” – after each work period
Individual “Quiet Time” activity – ex. Small craft, sketching, mandalas/coloring pages, Search’n Find, etc.)
Emotional release activity with the whole group – daily
Designated Area for students to retreat to within the classroom when a break is needed from the group
and/or their work
Community projects (1-3 per classroom) Puzzles, building game (Lego, maze building, mural weaving)
Increased opportunities to be outside – structured games, learning times, play
TIER 2 For Challenging students who struggle in the classroom and to stay within the classroom:
(These students benefit from all the interventions listed in Tier 1, but require additional intervention
strategies to help them stay in school)
Daily Check-Ins with a significant adult
Use of the Designated Area within the classroom at scheduled times (ex. Transitions)
Assigned Alternate Seating options and Alternate Workstation options
Movements Breaks in the hallway and/or outside as they have pent-up emotional and physical energy
that must be released (otherwise they will be unable to focus and be attentive to adult requests) –
frequency dependent on student’s level of energy needing to be released
Scheduled Breaks in another location:
o Pre-determined location
o Pre-determined times (visual schedule for student to have a visual anchor of when this will take place)
o Pre-determined options of what can be brought and/or done in this location (Ex. Set-up a Personal
Choice Board when the student is calm and receptive. This will help them know and plan for their Break
away from the classroom)
Individual/Personal bin that contains 2 different projects that they can use within the classroom for an
‘In-class Break’ or bring with themselves when they go to an alternate location.
You’ve Got Mail – intervention cards to provide movement as the student heads to a predetermined
adult, fulfills the requirements of the card and returns to their classroom.
End of Day Recap with the same significant adult who did the Check-Ins (if possible)
Ongoing communication amongst all adults working with these students is key
TIER 3 For Highly challenging students who are unable to stay within the classroom, struggle daily with their big
emotions and the requirements of school: (These students benefit from all the interventions listed in Tier
1 and Tier 2, but require even more personalized intervention strategies to help them stay in school)
Daily Check-Ins with a significant adult at multiple scheduled times each day
Students who require an adapted schedule with blocks of time scheduled outside of the classroom:
o the Resource Room
o the Technician Room or Nurturing Support Centre
o the student is provided with a visual schedule in order to know when, where and for how long they will
be in another location before returning to class
Scheduled intervention with a significant adult to assist them in naming and processing their big
emotions. Introduce a variety of intervention avenues to help prime expression without consequences
and providing additional outlets for physical release that will also be without consequences.
End of Day Recap with the same significant adult who did the Check-Ins (if possible)
Ongoing communication amongst all adults working with these students is key
PLEASE SEE https://www.cebm.ca/intervention-continuum FOR RELATED VIDEO CAPSULES. October 2020
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BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
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Teaching doesn’t
always result in
learning, despite our
best efforts

Start with the
WHY
Simon Sinek - Golden Circle

WHY: purpose

learning

what is your cause? what do you see?

The DRAMA with teaching STUCK students
a tragedy in three acts

IMMATURITY
HYPER-SENSITIVITY
INTENSE EMOTIONS
DEFENDEDNESS

ACT I
When students get stuck, adults start pushing.

ACT II
When students feel pushed, they put on the brakes.

ADULT UPSET AND

ALIENATING
BEHAVIOUR

DISCIPLINE

ACT III
When adults are resisted, they get more persistent.
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At a Crossroads

Shift in addressing Classroom Management
and Problem Behaviour

WE WERE WORKING
HARD BUT GETTING
NOWHERE

WE WERE LOSING
OUR STUDENTS

What we see on the outside is telling us something
about what is happening on the inside.
What we see influences
what we do.

“We need to start looking at kids
through a different set of lenses.”

SHIFTING YOUR LENS
1. Attachment-based developmental paradigm – Gordon
Neufeld, Deborah MacNamara, Hannah Beach & Tamara
Strijack, Mona Delahooke, etc.

When we understand what is behind the behaviour
we can then:
• choose interventions that will make a difference
• avoid interventions that risk making things worse

Maturation - Principles
1. Natural Process that unfolds according to
a plan – it is in our nature to mature.
2. Maturation cannot be rushed

2. Research on the human brain (neuroscience) and its
impact on emotion – Jay Giedd, Laurence Steinberg,
Steven Porges, Daniel Siegel, etc.
3. Trauma research – Bruce Perry, Bessel Van der Kolk,
McCrory, Gabor Maté, Reggie Melrose, Edmiston &
Jackowski, etc.
4. Research on play and its benefits for brain
development and learning – Jaak Panksepp, David
Elkind, Peter Gray, Iain McGilchrist, Pellis & Pellis, Lillard &
Else-Quest, etc.

The IMMATURE child has a hard time:
1. Finding information efficiently and quickly (underdeveloped Cerebellum)

Emotions - Principles
Emotion has WORK to do.

2. Seeing the “whole” picture (under-developed Corpus
Callosum)

• The ultimate job of emotion is to GROW
THE CHILD UP.

3. Tempering their instinctual reactions with conflicting
thoughts and feelings. (under-developed Prefrontal Cortex)

• The immediate task of emotion is
SURVIVAL.

As a result they often KNOW better but cannot DO better
as Emotion overwhelms REASON.
Behaviour will improve when maturation occurs, but this
takes time.
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• EMOTIONS need to be EXPRESSED to
preserve healthy functioning and wellbeing.
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Where do Emotions come from?
LIMBIC SYSTEM EMOTIONAL BRAIN

SELF REGULATION requires
Prefrontal cortex development

AMYGDALA
Registers a threat
“smoke detector”

HYPOTHALAMUS
HIPPOCAMPUS
Memory

Activates the response –
Sympathetic Nervous System

Vulnerability Principles
to emotional
health and
maturity

reflecting
Self-regulation is the
fruit of integrative
functioning (mixing)

mixing

feeling

2. When the brain senses it is too vulnerable, it
protects itself
3. When the brain is protecting itself, it cannot
be growing.

naming
expressing

1. Growth requires softness – which means
being vulnerable.

Emotional maturity can only develop
one-step-at-a-time and must start at
the beginning.

4. Immaturity is at the root of, and the most
likely explanation for, learning and behaviour
problems.

Self-regulation starts with CO-REGULATION
and an invitation to express oneself emotionally

Too much separation
Too much shame
Too much alarm

Defenses against Vulnerability

It’s not safe to
express what I
am feeling.

OVERWHELMING
SENSITIVITY

DEEP
WOUNDING

It’s not safe to
depend or be
vulnerable.

The world is
overwhelming
and there is no
one who can
keep me safe.

Effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences
or too much SENSITIVITY
18
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Effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences

is intensely
activated

EMOTION
KINDLED
AMYGDALA

Learning & Behaviour
PROBLEMS

Ability to regulate
emotions is
diminished

STUCK
developmentally
MISSING
the pivotal feelings that
would move them to mature

REASON
COMPROMISED
PREFRONTAL CORTEX /
CORPUS CALLOSUM
functioning

THE DOUBLE INVISIBLE HANDICAP

Impact of Defendedness on Learning
New Learning increases the feelings of VULNERABILITY

DEFENDED

against the vulnerability of their experience

SENSITIVITIES OVERWHELMED

Impact of defendedness on relationships

• These students instinctively avoid doing anything that would
lead them into vulnerable territory – trying new things, asking
questions, presenting original ideas, exploring the unknown.
• These students are reluctant to look at their own mistakes or to
attend to their failures as that would make them feel
vulnerable.
• They find it difficult to admit to inadequacy or ignorance, or to
confess confusion, as that would open them to feelings of
shame.
• They rarely ask for assistance from the teacher as that would
create feelings of dependency and vulnerability.
• Since they cannot feel sad about what is not working, their brain
is then less able to do “work arounds” – they get stuck in their
learning disabilities.

TO REMEMBER from the student’s point of view:
• Attachment feels vulnerable
• Better to reject than be rejected
• Waiting for the kindness to be turned into a “but”, or
critique, or a judgement about all they have done wrong

Attachment Principles

A well-attached child …

1. Attachment is the primary need of a
developing being. Separation is the greatest
fear.

It will be hard to “collect” the
student.
Ø No eye-contact / ignoring
A scowl when contact is made

Ø

Mumbling or rude comment
”under the breath”

listens and attends to us

takes our cues

2. Growth takes place in the context of a safe
Attachment.

trusts us

3. A “safe” Attachment figure both cares about
and cares for (takes charge of) the
dependent being.

looks up to us

4. Being dependent requires the ability to
tolerate vulnerability.

Ø

seeks our help

likes our company

!

!

feels at home with
us

?

follows us
likes us
likes to please us

seeks to measure up

doesn’t want to have secrets from us
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What works
A Quiet Safe Place
•Calm adults
•Calm environment
•Lots of predictability and structure
Compassionate containment
•Close proximity to a CALM contained
adult
•Research shows that the brain is
soothed by the touch and close proximity
of a caring adult. Perry, Coan

September 19, 2022

BEHAVIOUR CHANGES WHEN…

Maturation
Behaviour changes as the brain matures

Emotions
Behaviour changes when emotions are felt

Vulnerability
Behaviour changes when vulnerability is protected

Attachment
Behaviour changes when students
are attached to adults

WHAT DOESN’T WORK

WHAT DOESN’T WORK

Conventional Classroom Management and
Problem Behaviour Centered Intervention

Student IEP and Action Plan
based on child-centered goals

• Rewards/Consequences
• Behaviour management tracking systems
• Being sent to the Principal’s office
• Detention/Reflection Room
• Student behaviour contract
• Zero tolerance discipline measures
• Suspensions
It doesn’t help change or improve student behaviour and it
exacerbates the problem with troubled students

Making them responsible and accountable for goals they cannot
consistently attain on their own is a recipe for disaster:
• Highly challenging students often KNOW better but cannot DO
better as Emotion overwhelms REASON.
• These students are reluctant to look at their own mistakes or to
attend to their failures as that would make them feel vulnerable.
• To be able to regulate emotions it requires emotional growth
and tender feelings, which highly challenging students often lack
and struggle with. They need us to co-regulate.
• Behaviour will improve when maturation occurs, but this takes
time. In the meantime, they need our support and
accompaniment to compensate for their immaturity.
It doesn’t help change or improve student behaviour and it
exacerbates the problem with troubled students

CHILDREN GROW AND MATURE WHEN ADULTS
CREATE A RELATIONAL GARDEN

We are gardeners, not sculptors.
We create the environment and wait patiently for the
growth.

HOW: process

specific actions taken to realize the why

The consistency that children need is the knowledge
that they can count on the adults in their world to provide
what they need.
We must have faith in the developmental plan.
Gordon Neufeld, PhD.
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INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
1.

Respect and compensate for the level of

Immaturity
2.

3.
4.

- Alexander den Heijer

Best PRACTICES to consider

Come along-side the emotional experience by
allowing Emotional Expression and
encouraging Play
Protect the Vulnerability
Preserve and maximize the Attachment
relationship
Working with behaviour at its
roots for lasting change.

Learning & Behaviour
RESOLUTIONS
Healthy
DEVELOPMENT
Emotions can be FELT
and MOVE the child
SAFETY reduces the need for
EMOTIONAL DEFENSES

RELATIONAL SUPPORT

RTI Model
Targeted Intervention
Based on RTI Model of Responses to Intervention

WHAT: result

what do you do to reach
the desired outcome?
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Pyramid of Intervention
TARGETED INTERVENTIONS TO MOVE THROUGH
EMOTIONAL WAVES AND BEHAVIORS
TIER 1 Interventions that benefit the whole group to function within the classroom as a ‘bubble/pod’:
Teacher greeting and engaging their students individually and as a group (in morning and after each
transition)
Well established structures and routines
Visuals to cue desired behaviors (ex. Taped areas on the ground, handwashing station, etc.)
Short work periods
Alternate seating options – different items to sit on or sit in
Alternate workstation options – different locations within the classroom for students to work
Physical movement “Brain Break” – after each work period
Individual “Quiet Time” activity – ex. Small craft, sketching, mandalas/coloring pages, Search’n Find, etc.)
Emotional release activity with the whole group – daily
Designated Area for students to retreat to within the classroom when a break is needed from the group
and/or their work
Community projects (1-3 per classroom) Puzzles, building game (Lego, maze building, mural weaving)
Increased opportunities to be outside – structured games, learning times, play
TIER 2 For Challenging students who struggle in the classroom and to stay within the classroom:
(These students benefit from all the interventions listed in Tier 1, but require additional intervention
strategies to help them stay in school)
Daily Check-Ins with a significant adult
Use of the Designated Area within the classroom at scheduled times (ex. Transitions)
Assigned Alternate Seating options and Alternate Workstation options
Movements Breaks in the hallway and/or outside as they have pent-up emotional and physical energy
that must be released (otherwise they will be unable to focus and be attentive to adult requests) –
frequency dependent on student’s level of energy needing to be released
Scheduled Breaks in another location:
o Pre-determined location
o Pre-determined times (visual schedule for student to have a visual anchor of when this will take place)
o Pre-determined options of what can be brought and/or done in this location (Ex. Set-up a Personal
Choice Board when the student is calm and receptive. This will help them know and plan for their Break
away from the classroom)
Individual/Personal bin that contains 2 different projects that they can use within the classroom for an
‘In-class Break’ or bring with themselves when they go to an alternate location.
You’ve Got Mail – intervention cards to provide movement as the student heads to a predetermined
adult, fulfills the requirements of the card and returns to their classroom.
End of Day Recap with the same significant adult who did the Check-Ins (if possible)
Ongoing communication amongst all adults working with these students is key
TIER 3 For Highly challenging students who are unable to stay within the classroom, struggle daily with their big
emotions and the requirements of school: (These students benefit from all the interventions listed in Tier
1 and Tier 2, but require even more personalized intervention strategies to help them stay in school)
Daily Check-Ins with a significant adult at multiple scheduled times each day
Students who require an adapted schedule with blocks of time scheduled outside of the classroom:
o the Resource Room
o the Technician Room or Nurturing Support Centre
o the student is provided with a visual schedule in order to know when, where and for how long they will
be in another location before returning to class
Scheduled intervention with a significant adult to assist them in naming and processing their big
emotions. Introduce a variety of intervention avenues to help prime expression without consequences
and providing additional outlets for physical release that will also be without consequences.
End of Day Recap with the same significant adult who did the Check-Ins (if possible)
Ongoing communication amongst all adults working with these students is key
PLEASE SEE https://www.cebm.ca/intervention-continuum FOR RELATED VIDEO CAPSULES. October 2020

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
www.cebm.ca

https://www.cebmmember.ca/pyramid-of-interventions

Practices in the classroom

Tier 1 – In class interventions that benefit
the whole group
Well
established
structures
and
routines

Short work periods

Visuals to
cue desired
behaviors

Physical
movement
Brain Break
after each
work period

Individual
“Quiet Time”
activity

Teacher greeting
students after each
transition

Alternate
seating
options and
alternate
workstations

Designated
Area within
the
classroom

Community Projects
with an open invitation
to contribute

https://www.cebmmember.ca/practices-in-the-classroom

Attachment-friendly practices

Emotional Safety: Why
kids need a safe space to
feel, learn, and grow
by Hannah Beach (April 29, 2021)
https://www.cebmmember.ca/intervention-planning-and-mapping
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https://hannahbeach.ca/emotional-safety/

Creating a Conscious
Invitation into
Relationship

by Hannah Beach (Feb 13, 2020)
https://hannahbeach.ca/creating-aconscious-invitation-into-relationship/
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Morning Greeting in the Classroom

Flexible
Classroom
https://www.cebmmember.ca/
individual-work-stations

https://www.cebmmember.ca/practices-in-the-classroom

Classroom
“Brain Breaks”
https://www.cebmmember.ca/
brain-break-activities

Classroom Emotional Release Activities

https://www.cebmmember.ca/emotions-intervention-area
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Individual “Quiet Time” activity
In the Classroom
https://www.cebmmember.ca/
fine-motor-quiet-activity-area

Classroom “Quiet Corner”

https://www.cebmmember.ca/cocoon-area
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Tier 2 – Interventions for Challenging StudentsOutside the Classroom
(in addition to Tier 1 interventions in the classroom)
Daily CheckIns/End of Day
Recaps with a
significant adult
Movement Breaks
outside the classroom predetermined
destinations

Designated Area at
assigned times

Assigned Alternate
Seating and
Workstation

Personal Bin prepared with items
of interest
Scheduled Breaks
in another
location

Tier 2 – Interventions for Challenging StudentsOutside the Classroom

Practices outside of the classroom

(in addition to Tier 1 interventions in the classroom)

Foster Classroom
Scheduled
breaks in
another
location

Check-In/End of Day
Recap with Technician
Alternate Safe
Place/Safe person
Nurturing Support
Centre
https://www.cebmmember.ca/practices-outside-the-classroom

Intervention Planning Placemat
by Student Challenge

https://www.cebmmember.ca/intervention-planning-and-mapping
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Student “Check-In”

https://www.cebmmember.ca/practices-outside-the-classroom

Scheduled time in the “Quiet Corner”

Flexible
Seating
and Work
Station
ASSIGNED
to the
student

Scheduled Movement Station

“You’ve Got Mail”
Transition with a Destination
“You’ve Got Mail” letters
provide something tangible
for a student to hold as they
head to a pre-determined
destination for a short period
of time.
Two types of letters are
available:
• Active movement
• Quiet activity

https://www.cebmmember.ca/physical-outlet-movement-station
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Individual Bin and Personal Choice Board

https://www.cebmmember.ca/personal-bin

https://www.cebmmember.ca/practices-outside-the-classroom

Nurturing Support Centre (NSC)

NSC – KEY INTERVENTIONS

Tier 2 Intervention – Targeted support

https://www.cebm.ca/nurturing-support-centre

NSC - DESIGNATED AREAS
ELEMENTARY
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caring adults
Calm environment
Structure and predictability
Opportunity to talk
Variety of calming spaces
Variety of activities to help process emotions
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Learning tools
Communication with teachers to link
intervention strategies back to the classroom
GOAL: TO KEEP THE STUDENT ACADEMICALLY
ENGAGED

NSC Greeting Area

ENTRY AREA
ACTIVITY SPACES
COCOONING/CALMING SPACES
WORK SPACE WITH ADULT
INDIVIDUAL WORK STATIONS
INTERVENTION MATERIALS AT ARM’S REACH
WORK BASKETS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES IN COMMUNITY BASKETS
KITCHEN AREA

Presented by Catherine Korah, CEBM
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NSC Sensory/Tactile Area

NSC Cocoon Area
https://www.cebmmember.ca/cocoon-area

NSC Emotions Area

NSC Physical Movement Corner

Having an
area
dedicated to
Physical
Movement

https://www.cebmmember.ca/
emotions-intervention-area

Having an
area
dedicated to
Emotions
Intervention

https://www.cebmmember.ca/physical-outlet-movement-station

NSC Puzzle and
Fine Motor Area
https://www.cebmmember.ca/puzzle-area

NSC Building &
Creating Area
• Building & Creating Area – Set-Up
• Construction Mazes
• Fine-Motor Activities
• Yarn Creations – Playing with
textures and colors
• Individual Projects
• Community Projects
• Store bought games –Our
recommendations for NSCs

https://www.cebmmember.ca/
building-creating-area

Presented by Catherine Korah, CEBM
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NSC Reading
Corner

NSC Teaching Area

https://www.cebmmember.ca/
children-s-literature

https://www.cebmmember.ca/academic-resources

Support Interventions during
RECESS and LUNCH
RECESS Intervention Models
• Supported Recess: meet a designated adult in a predetermined location at
the onset or a few minutes prior to the beginning of recess. An area of the
playground is reserved for this purpose.
• Extended Recess: meet the technician 10-15 minutes prior to recess. They
are given additional recess time as it is deemed that the physical output is
needed for them to be able to manage themselves well later into the day.
• Sheltered Recess: come to the NSC during recess because they are unable to
cope within the larger group on a behavioral and emotional level.
LUNCH Intervention Models
• Supported Lunch – Eating time: meet a designated adult in a predetermined
location at the onset or a few minutes prior to the beginning of lunch.
• Supported Lunch – Outdoor play time: meet a designated adult in a
predetermined location at the onset or a few minutes prior to the beginning
of lunch outdoor play time. An area of the playground is reserved for this
purpose.
• Sheltered Lunch: Identified students come to the NSC during lunch because
they are unable to cope within the larger group on a behavioral and
emotional level.
https://www.cebmmember.ca/intervention-planning-and-mapping

Tier 3 – Interventions for Highly Challenging StudentsOutside the Classroom
(in addition to Tier 1 interventions in the classroom and Tier 2 Interventions
outside the classroom)

Multiple, Daily
Check-Ins with
significant
adult(s)

Personalized &
adapted
schedule

Scheduled
intervention
with
significant
adult

Maintaining Highly Challenging students in school is a whole school
team effort – including board professionals and outside agencies

Presented by Catherine Korah, CEBM
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Tier 3 – Interventions for Highly Challenging StudentsOutside the Classroom

Action Plan with adult-centered goals

(in addition to Tier 1 interventions in the classroom and Tier 2 Interventions
outside the classroom)
The objective is to
maintain the child
in school (this does
not mean full-time
in the classroom)

A Personalized &
Adapted Schedule
includes:

Ongoing planning and revision for this student

Selective time in the classroom – when & where
successful
Scheduled time with technician and professionals
for targeted intervention

Prioritize emotional expression in interventions
Schedule intervention time focused on physical
release of emotions – Emotions Room, outdoor
play, additional physical education

https://www.cebmmember.ca/intervention-planning-and-mapping

Daily multiple student “Check-Ins”
Individualized
Movement Schedule
• Personalized schedule used
outside the classroom
• Includes structure and routine
by the adult
• Includes choices for the
student
• Models routine similar to the
classroom

Emotions Room
Tier 3 Intervention
A safe space to
release emotional
energy without
repercussion

Nurturing
Support Centre
Tier 3 Intervention
Personalized &
adapted schedule
Individualized support

https://www.cebm.ca/emotions-room

Presented by Catherine Korah, CEBM
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https://www.cebmmember.ca/intervention-planning-and-mapping

ADAPTED student weekly schedule

Catherine Korah and Martine Demers
Centre of Excellence for Behaviour Management

www.cebm.ca

A website that helps schools to use
a Developmental Approach.
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